P1361 honda civic 2001

Then it eventually died and the engine won't start. After waiting overnight, I cranked her up and
she started with no check engine light. Seems to be driving fine now. Dealership won't even
look at her because the check engine light is gone. Any help is appreciated. My Honda Civic
stalled with engine code P After an overnight wait, it works fine now-what is wrong? Seems to
be driving That code is very familiar to me. I encountered P on my 98 Civic last year. Other
resources will only tell you that it's misfiring or a problem with the ignition. However, the offical
Honda Civic service manual will tell you it's an intermittent interruption in the top dead center
circuit sensor. It is related to a sensor in the distributor responsible for detecting TDC top dead
center of the spinning rod across your engine. As your engine turns, everything from your
timing belt pulleys to the other end of your distributor must be in sync on when TDC has been
crossed for every revolution. This precise timing allows your sparkplugs to ignite the fuel to
perform proper combustion. If timing is off because TDC cannot be properly detected by the
sensors within your distributor, you can experience poor engine performance to stalls. My civic
ran okay after I disconnected the battery to clear the engine light, but the engine light would
return after several days. The engine also felt sort of rough during idle and would stall on some
occasions. I tried troubleshooting the sensors but failed so I ended up simply replacing the
whole distributor. After the replacement, my civic ran perfect, no stalls and no engine light
warnings. Trending News. Tiger Woods seriously injured in rollover car crash. Judd makes hour
trek home after shattering leg. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. COVID pushes some
with eating disorders to get help. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Gerard
Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance
grows. Do you know your privilege? An eye-opening lesson. Official on Woods: He's 'very
fortunate' to be alive. Answer Save. Ceegster Lv 4. Here you go sir I hope this helps. This Site
Might Help You. Good luck! Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Did we
mention transmission problems? And a dangerous defect with the front airbag that didn't get
recalled for 10 years. As for the Civic's transmission woes? But, neither the recall or the lawsuit
included the Civic. All seemed well for awhile Car started to overheat on the way to airport. Took
a taxi to airport, had car towed to Honda dealer who diagnosed a head gasket and catalytic
converter, way more than car is worth. Had it towed home to local garage who flushed radiator
and replaced thermostat. That seemed to do it for awhile Car died much in same way as before.
While idling on the side of the road, it overheated. Trying to drive, it lost power, pedal to the
floor and barely moving. This seemed to fix the problem for awhile Yesterday driving to work, i
started noticing a problem that i thought was no big deal, my radio kept going in and out on my
car. By going in and out i don't mean the reception was bad, but it was every so often
completely turning itself off, including the clock and all, and then magically turning back on.
This problem continued on my way home from work which i thought was no big deal until today
on my drive to the bank. I had the radio on and air conditioner going when i stopped at the light
at an intersection. The radio went out again and suddenly my Immobilizer System Indicator light
came on the one that looks like a green light up key the light turned green and right before i hit
the gas pedal my car stalled. I put it back in park and turned the car off then back on again and
it seemed to be working fine. And, it was working fine, because i turned the radio off believing
that it was the cause of the problem. I wanted to make sure though, so right before i reached the
bank i turned the radio back on and the power of the radio going in and out started again and
my car stalled again, but not until i slowed down to make the turn into the bank. Again it stalled!
I think it must only happen when slowing down and having the radio on but i'm not sure. It's
great that we can all gripe and moan about these serious issues with our early model civic
transmissions but why have none of us attempted to pursue a class action suit against this
huge conglomerate. Lets polarize people and find an attorney to handle this mess. Whoes with
me??? Honda does not care about us they care about the bottom line but I can guarantee you if
enough of us squeak we will get the grease. Also, it appears that a class action suit was filed in
regards to the transmissions on the Honda mini vans some years ago and those litigants were
successful. Sounds like these transmissions have known issues. My Civic has problems when
the weather turns warmer. Once it is warmer outside it idles very low. On a number of
occassions it has died on me. Most of the time it is when I am pushing in the clutch and making
a slow turn ie into a parking space. When it is cooler outside it has never been a problem but
once the weather gets warm then the troubles come back. I would appreciate any help. Thanks
in advance. Engine idle is rough, car has stalled while driving on 5 different occassions. Oh by
the way, this car is 3 weeks old and has spent its 4th at the dealer which is where it is now.
Honda of America pretty much said its not their problem. Lots faith in the best car manufacturer
in the world. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Honda dealer. Most Common
Solutions: not sure 9 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this

Civic problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Honda mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in
your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. How to fix
error code P,P,P,P for this car? Model:Civic; Maker:Honda; Year;. Justin answered about a year
ago. Hi, I have an error code P on a Honda Civic 1. How do I resolve this? My car honda civic CD
player required code after replacing car battery. It's player show U L Your halo will be highly
appreciated My email is following Malikvoip hotmail. I just bought my car Friday On Monday my
gears to my car wouldn't work properly Wouldn't go over 20mph Almost week later today my car
won't go over 0 mph I hear a flute like noise from passenger side Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can
read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us
doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Honda Civic question. Search Honda Civic Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale.
Then it eventually died and the engine won't start. After waiting overnight, I cranked her up and
she started with no check engine light. Seems to be driving fine now. Dealership won't even
look at her because the check engine light is gone. Any help is appreciated. My Honda Civic
stalled with engine code P After an overnight wait, it works fine now-what is wrong? Seems to
be driving That code is very familiar to me. I encountered P on my 98 Civic last year. Other
resources will only tell you that it's misfiring or a problem with the ignition. However, the offical
Honda Civic service manual will tell you it's an intermittent interruption in the top dead center
circuit sensor. It is related to a sensor in the distributor responsible for detecting TDC top dead
center of the spinning rod across your engine. As your engine turns, everything from your
timing belt pulleys to the other end of your distributor must be in sync on when TDC has been
crossed for every revolution. This precise timing allows your sparkplugs to ignite the fuel to
perform proper combustion. If timing is off because TDC cannot be properly detected by the
sensors within your distributor, you can experience poor engine performance to stalls. My civic
ran okay after I disconnected the battery to clear the engine light, but the engine light would
return after several days. The engine also felt sort of rough during idle and would stall on some
occasions. I tried troubleshooting the sensors but failed so I ended up simply replacing the
whole distributor. After the replacement, my civic ran perfect, no stalls and no engine light
warnings. Answer Save. Ceegster Lv 4. Here you go sir I hope this helps. This Site Might Help
You. Good luck! Still have questions? Get answers by asking now. I was already almost done,
so mosts of it has been taken apart already. All bolts were 10mm. Step 3: Unplug all Spark plug
wires and remove each bolt for the ignition coils and put them a side. Step 5: Remove the two
nuts on the Throttle Cables, unplug the wire on the left side of the valve cover and also de-tach
the AC hose clamp from the back right side of the valve cover disconnect the PCV hose i
believe on the back of the Valve Cover. AC Hose Clamp. Step 6: I already had my valve cover
off, but you may now loosen the bolts on it. Step 8:Remove the Valve Cover. Step 9: Cover the
Head with a Tshirt, Rag, or any cloth that is big enough so that nothing falls into the head. Step
Pull the Power Steering Reservoir straight up and push it to the side along with the hoses. Step
Remove the 10mm Bolt on the Sensor and pull it out and then the sensor after. Sensor Fitting
Hole. Step 1: Disconnect the Negative Battery Cable. Step 4: Remove the 2 nuts on the Spark
Plug Wiring Harness Step 5: Remove the two nuts on the Throttle Cables, unplug the wire on the
left side of the valve cover and also de-tach the AC hose clamp from the back right side of the
valve cover disconnect the PCV hose i believe on the back of the Valve Cover. Posted in 7th
Gen Tags: 2 nuts , honda civic lx , bolt , coil wire , cover , honda civic lx , hose , hose clamp ,
negative battery cable , Rag , Remove , screw hooks , Sensor , side , spark plug wires , STEP ,
TDC , throttle cables , Valve , valve cover , wire. Search for:. Featured Video. Was driving down
highway for about 15 minutes and all of a sudden car goes limp, engine light comes on and I
have the codes P P and P One of these codes is for a faulted signal from the intake air
temperature sensor. Many newer vehicle have this sensor integrated into the mass air flow
sensor and this code trips when the sensor offers a vehicle to the engine control computer that
may not be calculated properly as the engine control computer will check this value many times
as the engine is running. The other codes are for top dead center interruption and vtec system
malfunction. The first thing I would do in the situation is check the oil level. A low oil level can
cause the vtec system to malfunction as it relies on engine oil pressure and if there is not
enough oil then you may have low oil pressure. Consider hiring an experienced technician like
one from YourMechanic who can come out for a closer inspection of the vehicle to run a few
tests and offer a more personal diagnosis of your check engine light and limp mode condition.

Q: honda civic ex and was driving down the highway and the car went into limp mode. My car
has an automatic transmission. Jerel Lawrence Automotive Mechanic. The statements
expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified.
Please see our terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking
Random misfire while accelerating on "Drive" Well it does sound like you have been trying to
tackle quite the misfire and driving issues on your Honda Accord. Taking such measures as
cleaning your Honda's throttle body, the EGR and the intake manifold are great steps toward
Read more. Car turns over, but won't run - Honda Civic The whining noise near the belt area
along with the crank no start and sputtering is a pretty good sign the timing belt has suffered a
failure. It is very common for the failure to occur at start up. Check engine light flashing on ford
taurus If the Check Engine Light is flashing, it means that continuing to drive your car could
cause damage to the catalyst. You probably have a misfire and it is likely something that
happened while you were changing your spark plugs A qualified mechanic should be able to
reset this after replacing the oxygen sensor. I would suggest having an expert, like one from
YourMechanic, come to your Sway bar links bad The rear sway bar links may not be noticed
they are bad unless you have weight in the back of the car or are making highway maneuvers
like changing lanes. The links help to keep the rear of the car What does it mean if the Check
Engine light comes on in the dash? Your car is pretty sophisticated. If a problem is detected,
the Check Engine light is turned Clicking sound while braking downhill Have the brakes front
and rear checked to see if the rear drums or front rotors are warped. The clicking is most likely
caused from the rear drums warped and the rear brakes needing adjustment. The rear shoes are
traveling Adjusting the steering wheel is an important thing to do. Having the steering wheel
adjusted to the optimal position for you will increase your ability to drive safely, and also
increase your comfort. AC not blowing cold air. It could be that there is a leak, or you may just
need your refrigerant topped off. I suggest you take your vehicle to a Related articles. What
causes the P code? The most common considerations are budget, ability to transport people,
and comfort It also may be related to other codes, such as: P, P, or P What the P code means
Browse other content. Check Engine Light is on Inspection. The car almost stalled yesterday
and check engine light came on. I pulled up the code: P Checked the sensor connection and
everything looked fine. Reset the light and the car drives fine for now. Is it time for TDC sensor
to be replaced or is there another cause for this? Do you. Hi Horiavese, Yes this means the
crankshaft position sensor is about to go out here are diagrams below to help you see what you
are in for when doing the job and step by steps guides to help walk you through it. Please let us
know if you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Cheers Images Click to enlarge. Was
this answer. I love this site. Hello, I just want to know the meaning and cause of this code and
also how can I fix it myself? Thank you so much and more po
dodge caravan transmission control module
silverado chevy 2010
toyota camry forum
wer. Start the engine. YES - Go to step 3. NO - Intermittent failure, system is OK at this time.
Turn the ignition switch OFF. Turn the ignition switch ON II. Is there battery voltage? YES - Go
to step 7. Is there about 5 V? YES - Go to step 8. NO - Go to step YES - Go to step 9. Is there
continuity? Hv a honda civic hx and got a reading P, the car turns over but wont star. Would
that be the crankshaft or camshaft sensor? P TDC1 sensor curcuit Was this answer. Dirty tdc
sensor, faulty tdc sensor or worn wiring harness to the sensor Was this answer. I have changed
the camshaft and crankshaft sensor. I still have the same problem. I have read in other forms
that an air gap has to be set in between the cam and senor had anybody else seen this? No air
gap adjustment is needed. THis code can come up if the timing belt is off one tooth how does
the engine run? Here is a guide so you can check the marks. Please login or register to post a
reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

